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Composite twin dark matter
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We consider fraternal twin Higgs models where the twin bottom quark, b0 , is much heavier than the twin
confinement scale. In this limit aspects of quark bound states, like the mass and binding energy, can be
accurately calculated. We show that in this regime, dark matter can be primarily made of twin baryons
containing b0 b0 b0 or, when twin hypercharge is gauged, twin atoms, composed of a baryon bound to a twin
τ0 lepton. We find that there are significant regions of parameter space which are allowed by current
constraints but within the realm of detection in the near future. The case with twin atoms can alleviate the
tension between dark matter properties inferred from dwarf galaxies and clusters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.095020

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most compelling motivations to search for
new particles and interactions beyond the standard model
(SM) is the so-called dark matter (DM) that makes up 80%
of the matter density of the Universe. The indirect evidence
for DM is overwhelming [1,2] but neither the mechanism
for producing the inferred density of DM particles nor its
mass or nongravitational interactions have been experimentally identified. The paradigm of asymmetric dark
matter (ADM) [3] is motivated by the observation
ΩDM ≃ 5ΩB , where ΩDM and ΩB are the DM and baryonic
mass densities respectively. If matter/antimatter asymmetries in both the visible and dark sectors have a common
origin, the similarity in their mass densities is natural, rather
than a miraculous conspiracy between two a priori independent processes. In particular, we have
ΩDM ηDM mDM
¼
;
ΩB
ηB mN

ð1:1Þ

where ηDM (ηB ) sets the dark matter (baryon) asymmetry
and mN is the nucleon mass. Clearly, ADM is even more
appealing in models where there is some symmetry
between the dark and visible sectors, as in mirror world
scenarios [4–6], which can ensure ηDM ∼ ηB and
mDM ∼ mN .
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Explaining the hierarchy between the weak scale and the
higher scales associated with modifications of the SM,
including the Planck scale, has long guided explorations
beyond the SM. Within the variety of possibilities that have
been considered, the paradigm of neutral naturalness
encapsulates those frameworks which explain the little
hierarchy, between the weak scale and a few TeV, through a
new symmetry, but whose partner quarks do not carry SM
color [7–18]. The first and most studied realization of this
idea is the twin Higgs [7] scenario. It remains a future target
of collider tests [19–31] and may also have connections to
neutrinos [32] and flavor [33,34]. In addition, the twin
Higgs is a simple, concrete framework for thinking about
dark matter sectors with a rich variety of particles and
interactions.
In twin Higgs constructions, the SM particle content is
doubled, making a visible sector and a twin sector, which
are related to each other by a discrete Z2 symmetry. This
means that the twin sector has the same gauge structure of
the SM, but the gauge groups are distinct, so that the fields
of one sector are gauge singlets of the other. In addition, the
scalar potential is approximately invariant under an SUð4Þ
global symmetry [7]. When this symmetry is spontaneously
broken by a vacuum expectation value (VEV) f down to
SUð3Þ, seven pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons result. Six
are eaten by the SUð2Þ gauge symmetries in either sector,
leaving one physical Higgs boson. To satisfy experimental
bounds on the couplings of the Higgs to SM fields, the
discrete symmetry must be softly broken, such that the
VEV in the SM sector v ¼ 246 GeV is a few times smaller
than f, f=v ≳ 3 [19]. The larger value of f leads to masses
in the twin sector being raised beyond their SM counterparts
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If the ratio f=v is taken to be too large then the twin topquark mass mt0 becomes much heavier than the SM top
quark, signaling a fine-tuning; for instance if mt0 ¼ 1 TeV
the theory is tuned to about 10% [19].
This mirror twin Higgs construction includes many new
light states in the hidden sector. This seems at odds with
cosmological measurements of the number of light relativistic species, in particular measurements of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) constrain ΔN eff ≲ 0.3 at
95% confidence [35]. It has been shown that such cosmological tensions can be overcome [36–39] while continued
analysis of cosmological data may reveal signatures of a
twinlike structure [40–44]. Models of baryogenesis [45] as
well as dark matter [46–51] have also been explored.
A simple way to relieve tension with ΔN eff is to remove
the light degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) from the twin sector.
In the fraternal twin Higgs model [52] only the third
generation of quarks and leptons are twinned.1 This
construction strives for minimal constraints from naturalness on the twin sector. Therefore, only the twin top quark
t0 needs to be a nearly exact twin, that is with the same
Yukawa coupling to the Higgs. Other twin fields like
the twin bottom quark, b0 , and twin tau, τ0 , can differ
significantly from the mirror model expectation, as long as
their Yukawas do not become close to top Yukawa size.
Similarly, the twin strong coupling α0s may not be exactly
equal to the SM value at the cutoff of a few TeV. If it is too
different, more than a few tens of percent, then the two-loop
running of the top Yukawa diverges from the SM value,
spoiling the cancellation of quadratic divergences. Of
course, the different particle content at low energies means
the twin QCD scale ΛQCD0 can be considerably larger than
the SM confining scale, often taking values of a few GeV.
However, if the twin coupling is smaller than the SM value
at the cutoff, confinement scales of a few hundred MeV can
result while preserving naturalness.
This fraternal construction has been previously explored
as an interesting candidate for ADM [48], but only in the
regime where the b0 mass is comparable or smaller than
ΛQCD0 .2 In the mb0 ≪ ΛQCD0 limit it is easy to estimate the
mass of the stable baryon composed of twin bottom quarks
leading to a robust analysis of the proposed dark sector,
with or without gauging twin hypercharge. Here we explore
the opposite regime where mb0 ≫ ΛQCD0 . In this case the
physics of the composite baryon is simpler; it can be
understood using nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
However, it requires slightly more effort than the previous
analysis to obtain an accurate mass estimate. In the next
section we review the calculation of the baryon mass, and

then turn in Sec. III to the constraints on these baryons as an
ADM candidate. In Sec. IV we consider the case that the
twin hypercharge is gauged so that neutral twin atoms may
form out of the twin baryon and the twin τ0 , which provides
another interesting DM candidate. There we also comment
on a possible resolution of the tension between dark matter
self-interaction cross sections inferred from dwarf galaxies
and the bullet cluster [54,55].
II. BARYON MASSES
In the heavy b0 regime, mb0 ≫ ΛQCD0 , we can treat the
QCD0 coupling, α0s ¼ g02
3 =ð4πÞ, as perturbative at scales of
the size of the bound states. The lightest color neutral
baryon, the analog of the spin 3=2 Δ baryon, is then simply
a Coulombic bound state of three identical heavy quarks,
as long as the Bohr radius ∼1=ðα0s mb0 Þ is much smaller
than the confinement length ∼1=ΛQCD0 . We can then
calculate approximate Δ0 masses using a nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian:
 3

3
X
p2i
P2CM
1 0 2 0 X
1
H¼
α − αs
−
;
þ
0
9
3
r
2mb
2M
i>j ij
i¼1

ð2:1Þ

where PCM is the momentum of the center of mass, M is the
total mass, α0 is the coupling for twin QED, and rij ¼
jri − rj j is the distance between the ith and jth quarks. The
factor of 23 arises from the Casimir of twin color generators
T a T a evaluated in the color singlet state. The baryon
ground state can be roughly approximated by the wave
function
Ψðr1 ; r2 ; r3 Þ ¼ 8a9=2 exp ½−aðr1 þ r2 þ r3 Þ;

ð2:2Þ

where a is a variational parameter. Using values α0 ¼
1=137 and α0s ¼ 0.15, the variational binding energy is
E ≈ −0.00865mb0 , so the baryon mass is about three times
the mass of its heavy constituent quarks, as expected.
A more precise solution is obtained by using the
stochastic variational method [56]. We use a correlated
Gaussian (CG) basis


2
1X
ϕðr1 ; r2 ; r3 Þ ¼ exp −
A x ·x ;
2 i;j¼1 ij i j

ð2:3Þ

where A is a positive definite matrix and the xi are the
Jacobi coordinates of the three-quark system. In particular,

1

The vectorlike twin Higgs [53] model provides vectorlike
masses to the third generation quarks, removing the need for twin
leptons to cancel gauge anomalies.
2
In [49] the ADM construction is studied in the mirror twin
Higgs model.

x ¼ Ur;
with
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1

C
−1 A:
1=3 1=3
1=2

ð2:5Þ

mΔ0




α0 α0s α02
02
¼ 3mb0 þ Eb ≈ mb0 3 − 0.475 αs −
þ
:
3
36
ð2:13Þ

Using Jacobi coordinates eliminates our need for a center of
mass coordinate, which speeds up the calculation.
Since the three-quark color singlet is antisymmetric, and
the complete three-quark wave function must be antisymmetric overall, we symmetrize the spatial wave function
with

Here the running couplings should be evaluated at the scale
of typical momentum transfer within the baryon, which is
defined by

1 X
S ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pn ;
3! n

This calculation of the binding energy assumed a
Coulombic potential, but corrections from the confinement
potential are of order Λ2QCD0 =μ2. The full potential may be
parametrized as

ð2:6Þ

where the Pn are permutation elements of the symmetric
group S3 . This operator commutes with the Hamiltonian
and has the property
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S† S ¼ 3!S:
ð2:7Þ
We find a basis set, by first generating a set of random,
positive definite matrices A and select the one which
minimizes the binding energy. Additional matrices are
added to the basis set when doing so reduces the binding
energy by at least a specified amount. The energy is then
calculated using the basis set of wave functions jϕi i to
produce a variational wave function
X
jΦi ¼
ci jϕi i:
ð2:8Þ
i

We then solve the generalized eigenvalue problem for the
vector ci,
Hc ¼ EN c;

μ ≡ α0s ðμÞmb0 :

V Total ¼ V Cou þ V Conf ¼

ð2:14Þ

2 α0s
þ cΛ2QCD0 r;
3r

ð2:15Þ

where c is an order one number obtained from nonperturbative physics. For the Coulomb term to dominate
we need
2
Λ2QCD0 ≪ α0s ðμÞμ2 :
3

ð2:16Þ

To remain in the regime of perturbativity we also require
α0s ðμÞ < 0.5. In Fig. 1 we plot contours of the Δ0 mass as a
function of the twin top-quark mass mt0 and the ratio of the
twin bottom-quark Yukawa to the SM value. In the plot we
choose the UV cutoff ΛUV to be 5 TeV and take
g03 ðΛUV Þ − g3 ðΛUV Þ
≡ δg03 ¼ −0.15;
g3 ðΛUV Þ

ð2:9Þ

ð2:17Þ

with H given by
Hij ¼ hϕi jS† HSjϕj i ¼ hϕi jHS† Sjϕj i ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3!hϕi jHSjϕj i;
ð2:10Þ

and N defined to be
N ij

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ hϕi jS† Sjϕj i ¼ 3!hϕi jSjϕj i:

1.2

10

50

1.0

ð2:11Þ

λ b'
λ b 0.8

8
25
6

0.6

This yields the coefficients ci that minimize the energy.
The resulting binding energy, using a basis of 29 wave
functions, is


α0 α0s α02
02
Eb ≈ −0.475mb0 αs −
þ
:
3
36

75

1.4

15
0.4

3
300

ð2:12Þ

For comparison, with α0 ¼ 1=137 and α0s ¼ 0.15, we find a
binding energy of E ≈ −0.0105mb0 , which is 20% deeper
than the naive estimate. The mass of the Δ0 baryon is

4
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FIG. 1. Contours of the Δ0 baryon mass in GeV (solid blue) and
the ratio μ=ΛQCD0 (dashed red) as a function of mt0 and the ratio of
the twin bottom Yukawa to the SM value. The definition of μ is
given in Eq. (2.14). The shaded purple area is in tension with
Higgs coupling measurements.
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to ensure we remain within the perturbative regime over the
entire parameter space. As the figure makes clear, the
baryon masses that best match a naive realization of ADM,
that is with mDM ∼ 5mN , occur for smaller λb0 and smaller
mt0 . We also note that if the bottom Yukawa is reduced too
much, we violate (2.16). We avoid these situations by
taking λb0 =λb > 0.15. The dashed red lines of the figure
indicate contours of μ=ΛQCD0 , which control the size of
corrections to our numerical calculation.
The figure also shades in the area in tension with Higgs
coupling measurements. These regions of the parameter
space reduce the rates of Higgs production and decay into
visible states below 80% of the SM prediction, which is the
current bound; see Refs. [19,30,52]. Therefore we find that
the allowed range of twin baryon masses is about 10–
100 GeV. Comparing this to the requirements of ADM in
Eq. (1.1) we find that the twin baryon asymmetry ηDM
needs to be between ηB =2 and ηB =20.

quarks given in Eq. (2.14). For r > Λ−1
QCD0 there is no
potential between two baryons since there are no light twin
mesons to exchange. The cross section is then given by [57]


9π 3πα0s cvdW mΔ0 2=5
σ≈
;
ð3:2Þ
4
8μ5 k
where μ > k > ΛQCD0 is the momentum transfer. The
scattering cross section for DM is bounded [58] to be less
than
σ
cm2
≲ 0.47
¼ ð13 GeV−1 Þ3 ;
mDM
g

for the DM to be consistent with observations, primarily
that of the Bullet Cluster [2]. To obtain a conservative
bound we take the smallest value of k ¼ ΛQCD0 and the
largest coupling value, α0s ¼ 0.5 in the numerator. So the
cross section bound is satisfied for sufficiently heavy b0 s:

III. TWIN BARYON DARK MATTER
The spectrum of the fraternal twin sector is determined
largely by the masses of the twin b0 quark, τ0 , and τ0
neutrino. While the framework accommodates many
choices, we focus on twin masses close to their SM
partners. That is, we assume both the b0 and τ0 to have
masses of at least a few GeV, while the ν0τ is much lighter. In
this case the twin W 0 decays quickly to the lighter leptons,
which are stable.
The hadron spectrum is composed of b̄0 b0 mesons, b0 b0 b0
baryons, and glueballs. These last have masses set by the
twin confinement scale, varying from 7ΛQCD0 to 18ΛQCD0 .
The glueballs and mesons decay quite rapidly through twin
weak interactions into twin neutrinos and lighter glueball or
meson states. A few of these states also mix with the Higgs,
allowing for decays into SM final states. The lightest
baryon state, the spin 3=2 Δ0 with mass mΔ0 ∼ 3mb0 , is
stabilized by its nonzero twin baryon number.
In the fraternal twin Higgs setup the twin hypercharge
may or may not be gauged. From pure ΔN eff considerations
it is better to have no massless d.o.f. in the dark sector. In
such a scenario the leptons are largely unimportant as far as
DM signals go, and their dynamics and signals have been
discussed elsewhere [46–48]. For the remainder of this
section we turn to the constraints on the twin baryons
as DM.
The self-scattering cross section of Δ0 baryons can be
estimated from their mutual long range van der Waals
potential:

ð3:3Þ

2=15
 5
μ ΛQCD0 m3=2
b0
≳ 0.11 GeV:
cvdW

ð3:4Þ

Going to the edge of the interesting parameter space,
mt0 ¼ 300 GeV, λb0 =λb ¼ 0.15, and taking a large van
der Waals coefficient of cvdW ¼ 100 gives3 a value of
0.3 GeV for the left-hand side of (3.4), well above the
bound. For larger mt0 and λb0 the bound is even more easily
satisfied.
Direct detection of twin baryon DM is dominated by
Higgs exchange. This contrasts with [48] whose authors
also needed to consider b0 meson exchange, which can
dominate in the strong coupling regime. With the b0 masses
above the confinement scale, however, the effective coupling between the baryon Δ0 and the mesons is small and
the mesons are heavy. Then, the leading effect is simply
from t-channel Higgs exchange between a target nucleon
and twin baryon.
We parametrize the coupling of the Higgs h to the
nucleon N as
mN
f hN̄N;
v N

ð3:5Þ

where f N is calculated using lattice measurements of
matrix elements of quark mass terms in the nucleon and
their Yukawa couplings. In particular we use the definition
hNjmq qq̄jNi ≡ mN f NTq :

ð3:6Þ

ð3:1Þ

For a coupling λq between the Higgs and the quarks, λq hqq̄,
the general Higgs coupling FN hN N̄ to the nucleon is

for few × ΛQCD0 < r−1 < μ, where cvdW is an order one
number and μ is the characteristic momentum scale of the

In light atoms the analogous values of cvdW range from 0.25 to
150.

V vdW ðrÞ ≈ cvdW

α0s 1
;
μ5 r6

095020-4
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Using the values in [59] we find f N ≈ 0.3. However,
extraction of these parameters from recent experiments
may point to slightly smaller values [60,61]; see also
[62–64]. In this analysis we have neglected the ∼v2 =f 2
correction to the Higgs-quark couplings, which would
slightly decrease the final cross section.
The coupling between the Higgs and the Δ0 baryon is
similarly defined,
mΔ0 v
f 0 hΔ0 Δ0 ;
f f Δ

ð3:8Þ

to leading order in v=f. This leading factor of v=f comes
from the Higgs coupling to the b0 , which is v=f suppressed
relative to the SM coupling. Therefore, to leading order in
v=f and the velocity of the DM the baryon-nucleon cross
section is
σ NΔ ≈

μ2NΔ ðf N mN Þ2 ðf Δ0 mΔ0 Þ2
;
πm4h
v4
ðf=vÞ4

ð3:9Þ

mN mΔ0
mN þ mΔ0

ð3:10Þ

where
μNΔ ¼

1. × 10–45

is the reduced mass of the nucleon-baryon system. Unlike
the mb0 ≪ ΛQCD0 limit, we saw in Sec. II that the gluon
contribution to mΔ0 is small. Thus, the coupling of the
Higgs to the twin baryon is simply mediated by the
coupling to the constituent quarks. Consequently, to leading order in α0s we find f Δ0 ¼ 1.
This allows us to plot the direct detection sensitivity as a
function of mb0 . In Fig. 2 we compare these sensitivities
to the latest results from Xenon 1 Ton [65] for several
values of the twin bottom-quark Yukawa coupling λb0 . The
experimental bounds are a function of the Δ0 mass, which is
itself a function of mt0 and λb0 . For each value of the
Yukawa coupling we plot both the experimental bounds
(solid line) and the projected signal (dashed line) as a
function of the twin top-quark mass. We see that when the
SM and twin Yukawas are equal only larger values of mt0
are consistent with experiment. However, as the twin
bottom Yukawa is decreased, the projected signal falls
below the current bounds.
Recall from Fig. 1 that larger values of mt0 also lead to
larger mΔ0 . In addition, it is clear that if λb0 > λb then even
larger values of mt0 and mΔ0 would be required to agree with
experiment. Thus, direct detection and naturalness (preferring lighter mt0 ) push us toward twin bottom Yukawas that
are smaller than the SM value. This, in turn, reduces mΔ0 ,
pushing it toward the naive ADM expectation of ∼5 GeV.

λ b' =λ b
λb
2
λb
λ b' =
3

5. × 10–46

σ SI (cm 2 )

X λq
m X mq N
m
FN ¼
mN f NTq ¼ N
fT q ≡ N fN :
mq
v q mq
v
q
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FIG. 2. Plot of the direct detection cross section (dashed) and
experimental bounds (solid) as a function of the twin top-quark
mass mt0 . Curves are shown for twin bottom Yukawa couplings
equal to 1 (blue), 1=2 (red), and 1=3 (purple) times the SM value.
Dotted lines correspond to the projected sensitivity of the LZ
detector.

In short, the Δ0 baryon is a successful ADM candidate,
whose mass and scattering cross section can be determined
with some precision. What is more, while the direct
detection cross sections are smaller than the current limits,
most are accessible to the proposed LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ)
[66] experiment, whose projected sensitivities are given by
the dotted lines in Fig. 2. Only the lightest mass states can
escape detection there, but the high luminosity LHC run is
expected to, at least indirectly, probe these states up to
mt0 ¼ 500 GeV through the corresponding modifications
to Higgs couplings [30].
IV. TWIN ATOM DARK MATTER
If the twin Uð1ÞY 0 is gauged, then twin atoms composed
of τ0 particles bound to Δ0 s typically result. This is ensured
by twin charge neutrality: the asymmetric production of Δ0
requires a compensating asymmetry in τ0 . The mass of the
dark atom mD is simply
mD ¼ mΔ0 þ mτ0 − BD ;

ð4:1Þ

where BD is the binding energy, which is, to leading order,
BD ¼

α02 μD
;
2

ð4:2Þ

where μD is the reduced mass of the Δ0 -τ0 system and α0 is
the twin fine structure constant. Making use of the
definition R ¼ mΔ0 =mτ0 we can then express the reduced
mass (and therefore the binding energy) as
μD ≈

2mD R
:
2ð1 þ RÞ2 − α02 R

These relations are used repeatedly below.
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α04 ΩD h2
GeV 2 ð1 þ RÞ2 1 02 2
≳ 7.5 × 10−11 ;
− α
mD
2
ξ 0.11
R
ð4:4Þ
where ΩD h2 is the relic density of dark matter and ξ is the
ratio of the present day temperature of the dark radiation to
the CMB temperature,


T D 
ξ¼
:
ð4:5Þ
T CMB z¼0
We determine ξ in steps. The Higgs portal keeps the
two sectors in thermal equilibrium down to a decoupling
temperature T dec of a few GeV [37]. After decoupling the
two sectors evolve independently, each conserving entropy.
This allows us to relate the ratio of temperatures today ξ to
the ratio at decoupling, which is ξdec ¼ 1:
ξ ¼ ξdec

 today dec 1=3
g gD
today
gdec
 gD

:

ð4:6Þ

Here gðDÞ is the effective number of d.o.f. in the visible
(dark) sector
g ¼

X

gi þ

bosons

7 X
g;
8 fermions i

ð4:7Þ

where the sum is over all relativistic d.o.f. at a given
temperature. For instance, at decoupling gdec
 ¼ 75.75
today
while g
¼ 3.94 is the present value. If the two sectors
decouple before the twin QCD phase transition, then gdec
D
includes contributions from the twin gluons, making ξ
much larger than otherwise. In other words, if the sectors
decouple before the twin phase transition, then the twin
photon and light leptons receive all the entropy from the
phase transition, and their final temperature is correspondingly higher. By simply choosing δg03 , as defined in
Eq. (2.17), to be non-negative the twin confinement scale
is ≳5 GeV [52], comfortably above the decoupling
temperature.
The masses of the twin sector particles b0 , τ0 , and ν0τ are
not fixed, which affects the temperatures at which they are
relativistic d.o.f. However, the b0 is typically too heavy to
contribute much at T dec . Then, the largest value of ξ results
from assuming that both the τ0 and the ν0τ contribute at
decoupling, but neither do today. With these assumptions
ξ ≈ 0.57, which is well within the bounds on new

relativistic d.o.f. during big bang nucleosynthesis [67],
but we must be more careful about the CMB bounds.
The energy density ρ at CMB times can be written as
ρCMB

 
 


π2 4
7 4 4=3 SM 7 4 4=3
¼ Tγ 1 þ
N eff þ
ΔN eff ;
8 11
8 11
15
ð4:8Þ

where T γ is the temperature of the visible photons.
Assuming the twin τ0 is nonrelativistic at these energies,
and that the twin photon and twin neutrino ν0τ have the same
temperature, we obtain
ΔN eff ¼ ξ4CMB

  4=3

8 11
þ N ν0 ;
7 4

ð4:9Þ

where N ν0 counts the number of active neutrino species at
CMB energies. For N ν0 ¼ 0 we have ξ ≈ 0.57 and N eff ≈
0.48, in tension with the 2σ bound of ΔN eff < 0.3.
However, if the twin neutrino is still active at CMB times
then ξ ≈ 0.465 and N eff ≈ 0.25 which agrees with current
measurements. Thus, for the remaining bounds we take
ξ ¼ 0.465.
The bounds on the twin dark atom scenario from
Eq. (4.4) are shown in Fig. 3 for three values of R. The
figure makes clear that twin DM with lighter masses is less
constrained. Also a larger mass hierarchy between mΔ0 and
mτ0 weakens the constraint. If the twin QED coupling is
similar to the SM value α0 ≲ 1=100, then only lighter DM
masses agree with the data.
A second bound on twin atoms comes from their
self-interactions. Again, from [58] one finds that their
self-interaction cross section must satisfy (3.3). The selfscattering cross section of twin atoms can be estimated
from their mutual long range van der Waals potential:

–1.6
R=1
R=5
R=10

–1.8
Log(α ')

If the recombination of these particles into twin atoms is
not sufficiently efficient then the DM remains primarily a
plasma, which can develop instabilities that affect galaxy
collisions, like the Bullet Cluster [2]. This translates into a
bound on the twin fine structure constant α0 as a function
of mD [67]:

–2.0

–2.2

20

40

60

80
mD (GeV)

100

120

140

FIG. 3. Exclusion regions for dark atoms from dark plasma
stability as a function of the dark atom mass mD and the logarithm
dark fine structure α0 . Three benchmarks of R ¼ mΔ0 =mτ0 are
shown.
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a5
;
r6

ð4:10Þ

where cvdW;a is again an order one number and a is the twin
Bohr radius,
a¼

1
:
α μD

ð4:11Þ

0

The cross section is then given by [57]


9π 3πα0 cvdW;a mD a5 2=5
;
σ≈
4
8k

ð4:12Þ

where k is the momentum transfer.
It is possible that the velocity dependence of this cross
section can solve a minor problem with standard DM
candidates [54,55]. In order to make this comparison we
use Eq. (4.12) to obtain
 2=5
σvD
3=5 9π 3π
≈ vD
CD ;
16 8
mD

ð4:13Þ

where we have defined


cvdW;a 2=5 ½2ð1 þ RÞ2 − α02 R2
:
CD ¼
α04
m3D R2

ð4:14Þ

In Fig. 4 we plot this cross section as a function of velocity
for several values of CD in units of GeV−3 . Also shown
are the data given in [54,55] obtained from dwarf and

CD =103

3.5

Log10 (σ v/m [GeV–3 ] )

CD =356
3.0
CD =102

2.5

CD =34
2.0
1.5
CD =10

1.0
0.5
1.0

1.5

2.0
2.5
Log10 (v [km/s] )

3.0

3.5

FIG. 4. Plot of the twin atom self-interaction cross section
divided by DM mass and multiplied by velocity as a function of
velocity for several values of CD in units of GeV−3 . Data from
dwarf galaxies and low surface brightness spiral galaxies are
clustered at lower velocities with galaxy cluster measurements at
higher velocities. In red (blue) we plot the best fit line appropriate
to the galaxy cluster (galaxy only) data. These are compared to
similar best fit lines corresponding to velocity independent cross
sections.

low-surface-brightness galaxies (at lower velocities) and
galaxy clusters (at higher velocities).
The figure shows separate best fit values for the low and
high velocity data, which are CD ¼ 356 GeV−3 and CD ¼
34 GeV−3 respectively. These lines are contrasted with
similar best fit lines for DM with a velocity independent
cross section. Taking the high velocity data as somewhat
more consistent, we see that twin atom DM provides a
better agreement with the low velocity data than DM with
velocity independent cross sections. A similar velocity
dependence would arise in any composite dark matter
model [68–71] that has long range dipole-dipole interactions as in Eq. (4.10).
We can also use the plot to determine how the physical
parameters, rather than the combination in CD , must be
related. The best fit to all the experimental data is
CD ∼ 55 GeV−3 . Assuming this value we relate the remaining parameters. Specifically, by specifying cvdW;a we can
explore how α0 and mD determine R. We provide some
benchmarks in Table I, which are taken near the boundary
where CD ¼ 55 GeV−3 can be solved for R > 1. For
instance, taking the naive ADM benchmark of mD ¼
5 GeV and cvdW;a ¼ 1 we must take α0 ∼ 1=15 to obtain
a real positive R, and find R ¼ 1.4. Increasing α leads to
larger R values. Larger R values result from further
increasing α0 . On the other hand, for α0 ¼ 1=137 and
cvdW;a ¼ 10 we must take mD ¼ 20 GeV to find a physical
value for R, in this case R ¼ 1.3, with larger R resulting
from larger mD. However, increasing mD leads to tension
with the recombination bounds shown in Fig. 3.
The above analysis applies to elastic scattering of the twin
atoms. However, it has been shown [72] that the hyperfine
splitting of the ground state can lead to inelastic scattering.
This provides additional velocity dependence to the DM
scattering which can explain some of the questions about
large-scale structure; see [41] for another application of
these results in the twin Higgs framework. During inelastic
collisions the atom is up-scattered into this excited hyperfine
state, which then decays by emitting hidden photons. This
process can be important when the kinetic energy of the dark
atoms is similar to the splitting between the hyperfine states.
To estimate this splitting we simply adapt the standard result
for hydrogen hyperfine splitting to our case with a spin-3=2
“proton.” The energy splitting between the spin-2 states and
spin-1 states is
TABLE I. Benchmark points near the real, positive R > 1
threshold with CD ¼ 55 GeV−3 . R can be increased by increasing
either α0 or mD.
cvdW;a
1
1
10
10
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α0

mD

RMin

1=18
1=137
1=10
1=137

5 GeV
15 GeV
5 GeV
20 GeV

1.4
1.6
1.5
1.3
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2ð1 þ RÞ2 − α02 R −9
ΣDAO ≈
10
α0 R

R=1

Log10 (v [km/s] )
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FIG. 5. Plot of the velocity when inelastic collisions to the
hyperfine split excited ground state are maximized as a function
of the twin fine structure constant for several values of R. We take
gΔ ¼ 6.

m20
8
8 gΔ α04 mD ð1 þ RÞ
ΔEhf ¼ gΔ α04 τ ¼
;
3
mΔ0 3 Rð1 þ RÞ2 − α02 R2 =2

ð4:15Þ

where gΔ is the Landé g-factor of the Δ0 and in the
perturbative limit we are considering should be close
to 6, the sum of the three gb0 ’s. Note that this is a factor
of 4 larger than the hydrogenlike case, because the twin
baryon is spin-3=2. Then, by setting this equal to the kinetic
energy 12 mD v2, we find the velocities vIn for which this type
of scattering is important:
v2In ∼

16
gΔ α04 ð1 þ RÞ
:
3 Rð1 þ RÞ2 − α02 R2 =2

ð4:16Þ

In Fig. 5 we use Eq. (4.16) to find the velocities at which
the inelastic collisions to the hyperfine excited state are
most important. We see that there are parameter values
where these collisions can further modify the velocity
dependence of the self-scattering cross section. By comparing with Fig. 4 we note that as the ratio in particle
masses R becomes larger the twin Uð1Þ coupling must
become larger in order for the velocities associated with
galaxy clusters to be affected. The typical velocities in the
individual galaxy data can be modified when the twin
coupling is closer to the SM value.
Before dark recombination the baryon-photon fluid in
the twin sector undergoes acoustic oscillations. These can
in turn leave traces on the visible matter power spectrum,
affecting large scale structure. A detailed study of such
dark acoustic oscillations [73] encapsulates these effects
through the parameter ΣDAO. In our case we estimate this
quantity to be



GeV 7=6
:
mD

ð4:17Þ

Since the constraints in Fig. 3 require α0 ≳ 10−2 , we find
ΣDAO < 10−7 , which is far below the sensitivity of current
analyses.
Finally, the direct detection of these twin atoms is
qualitatively similar to the baryon only case. There are
additional Higgs exchange effects from the twin τ0 , but
these are subleading to the baryon-baryon interactions,
unless the twin τ0 Yukawa coupling is raised considerably.
In effect, this is controlled by R, since both the baryon and
the τ0 get much of their mass from the Higgs. So, for R
somewhat larger than 1 the bounds in Fig. 2 should be
approximately correct.
In short, twin atoms can make up an interesting ADM
population. To have mD values closest to 5 GeV, the τ0 mass
should be close to mΔ0 , so that R ∼ 1. These lightest mass
atoms also require the α0 coupling be somewhat stronger
than in the visible sector. In addition, the velocity dependence of the self-interaction of these twin atoms agrees with
self-interaction estimates better than DM with a velocity
independent self-interaction cross section.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fraternal twin Higgs scenario provides simple
asymmetric DM candidates while stabilizing the Higgs
mass up to TeV scales. We have demonstrated that twin
baryons, whose constituent quarks have masses above the
twin confining scale, successfully realize the ADM construction in a simple way. This is true both when the twin
Uð1Þ is gauged and when it is not.
The most compelling regions of parameter space have
lighter quarks and baryons, which also reduces the direct
detection signal. Thus, the observation that ΩD M ≃ 5ΩB is
correlated with direct detection signals below the current
state of the art. However, projected next generation sensitivities cover nearly all the motivated parameter space. The
remaining parameter range will be indirectly probed by
Higgs coupling measurements at the LHC. Other LHC
searches, including for displaced vertices associated with
boson decays, provide additional experimental tests of the
fraternal twin Higgs setup. In the case of twin atoms, it
would be interesting to work out how much clumping can
occur as a result of inelastic scattering.
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